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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C 20555

January 27, 1982

4

Mr, John E. Maier, Vice President
Electric and Steam Production
Rocheste~ Gas 8 Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Dear Mr, Maier:

SUBJECT: SEP TOPIC IX«l; FUEL STORAGE (R, E, GINNA)

t

a

0
me

Enclosed is our final evaluation of SEP Topic IX-1, "Fuel Storage"
for the R. E, Ginna facility, This evaluation supersedes our letter
sent to you on November 24, 1981 and includes those comments provided
in your letter dated December 23, 1981,

Your comment regarding the structural capability of the spent fuel
pool as being reviewed in Amendment ll has not been included, As
a result of the SEP program the structural capability of the Ginna
plant was reviewed as part of. SEP Topic III-6, "Seismic Design Con-
siderations," This review supersedes that done'in conjunction with the
review provided in Amendment ll. Therefore, we feel our comment re
ferring to the current seismic review is appropriate for determining
the structural response of the spent fuel pool,

This evaluation will be a basic input to the integrated safety assess-
ment for your facility unless you identify changes needed to reflect
the as-built conditions at your facility. This assessment may be
revised in the future if your facility design is changed or if NRC

criteria relating to this subject are modified before the integrated
assessment is completed.

Sincerely,

Enclosure; As stated

cc w(enclosure; See next page
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Dennis M, Crutchfield, C ef
Operating Reactors Branc No, 5
Division of Licensing



r Mr. John E. Maier
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CC
...Harry'H. Yoigt, Esquire

LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and MacRae
'1333 New Hampshire Avenue, H. W.

Suite 1100
Washington, D. C; 20036

Mr. Michael Slade
12 Trailwood.Circle .

Rochester, New York 14618

~ Ezra Bialik
Assistant .Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
HNew York State Department of Law
2 World Trade Center
New York, New York 10047

Resident Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. NRC

1503 Lake Road
Ontario, Hew York 14519

Director, Bureau of Nuclear
Operations

. State of New York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza .

Albany, Hew York 12223

Rochester Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ridge Road. West
Ontario, .New York 14519

Or'. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing'Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, O. C. 20555

Dr. Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S..Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region II Office
ATTH: Regional Radiation Representative
26 Federal Plaza
New York; New. York 10007

Herbert Gr ossman, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissiqn
Washington, D. C. 20555

James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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SYSTEMATIC EVAL'UATION PROGRAM

TOPIC IX-

GINNA

TOPIC, IX-1~ FUEL STORAGE

INTRODUCTION

i

The purpose of SEP Topic IX-1 is to review the storage facility for new
and irradiated fuel, including the cooling capability and seismic
classification of the fuel pool cooling system of the spent fuel
storage pool in order to assure that new and irradiated fuel are
stored safely with respect to criticality, cooling capability shield-
ing, and structural capability.

REVIEM CRITERIA

The plant design was reviewed with regard to Section VI, "Fuel and
Radioactivity Control of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, General Design
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" which requires tlat the fuel storage
systems shall be designed to assure adequate safety under noraa1 and
postulated, accident conditions.

RELATED SAFETY TOPICS

SEP Topic II-3.B, "Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements"
identifies the design basis flood .for which the plant must be adequately
designed for.

SEP Topic III-1, "Classification of Structures, Components and Systems
(Seismic and guality)". is intended to assure that structures, systems
and components important to safety are of the quality level ccmmensurate
with their safety function.

SEP Topic III-4.A, "Tornado Missiles" covers tornado missile protection
of a number of structures and systems including fuel storage areas and
support systems.

SEP Topic III-6, "Seismic Design Considerations" will ensure the capability
of the plant to withstand the effects of earthquakes.

SEP Topic IN-2, "Overhead Handling Systems-Cranes" covers the potential
for dropping heavy objects. onto spent fuel. This topic has been deleted
since the review criteria is identical. to that of Unresolved

Safety'ssue

A-36, "Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel."

SEP Topic IX-5, "Ventilation Systems" assures that the ventilation systems
have the capability to provide a safe environment for plant personn-"1
and engineered safety features equipment.





.
IV. REVIEW GUIDELINES

Current guidance for the review of spent fuel storage is provided $ n'tandard Review Plan Section 9.1.1 New Fuel Storage, Section 9.1.2
Spent Fuel Storage, Section 9.1.3 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup
System, Section 9,1.4 Fuel Handling System and Regulatory Guides 1.29
Seismic Design Classification, 1.13 Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis,
1.26 guality Group Classification and Standards for Water-Steam and
Radioactive Waste-Containing Components of Nuclear Power Plants as well
as the guidance contained in the April 14, 1978 generic letter - OT
Position 'for Review and Acceptance of Spent Fuel Storage and Handling
Applications (i.e., DOR Technical Activities Category A item .27, Increase
in Spent Fuel Storage Capacity).

Those portions of the topic which have been previously reviewed to current
criteria have not been reevaluated.

V. EVALUATION

We have reviewed the spent fuel pool modifications as described in Amend-
ment 11 to Provisional Operating License OPR-18 issued November 15, 1976.
We have determined that the Safety Evaluation supporting the Amendment
was performed in accordance with current licensing criteria. This review
satisfies the aspects of Topic IX-1 relating to criticality and the
structural capability of the storage racks.

, By letter dated November 3, 1981 the staff issued a Safety Evaluation (SE)
regarding. the proposed Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System (SFPCS) modifications.
The evaluation concluded that the proposed SFPCS modification and the exist-
ing backup systems were found to be acceptable. That SE also resolved the
concerns identified in guestions 1 and 2 of our March 31, 1981 request for
additional information regarding SEP Topic IX-1. Therefore, we hav'e determined
that th November 3, 1981 SE.satisfies the aspect of Topic IX-1 with regard
to cooling capability.

guestion 3 of our March 31, 1981 request for information pertained to the
handling and consequences of dropping heavy loads over the spent fuel pool.
Control of heavy loads is being reviewed as an Unresolved Safety Issue
(USI A-36, Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel, NUREG-0649) and as
such, is independent of the SEP program.

The structural response of the R. E. Ginna plant with respect to seismic
capability has been reviewed and presented in NUREG/CR-1821, "Seismic Review
of -the Robert E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant as Part of the Systematic Evalua-
tion Program. " Although the seismic review did not specifically evaluate
the spent fuel pool structure, the overall conclusions was that the Ginna
plant structures and structural elements are adequately designed to withstand
the postulated earthquake.
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Regarding new fuel storage, the new fuel storage area is located in the
auxiliary building. New fuel is stored dry in the fuel storage area.
The primary concern would be flooding of the storage area with the potential
for inadvertent criticality.
The new fuel storage facility is designed to provide center-to-center spacing
of 21 inches which would maintain Keff <0.90 even if the facility were filled
with unborated water. In addition, the new fuel storage area is covered
with locked steel plates which would prevent sudden flooding of the area.
Leakage through the steel plates would be removed via a drain in the new
fuel enclosure.

Based on the above we conclude that the new fuel storage facility meets the
guidance of Standard Review Plan 9.1.1.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above 'considerations, we conclude that the Ginna fuel storage
systems meet current acceptance criteria. >le further conclude that SEP Topic
IX-1 is complete.





TOPIC IX-2

SEE TOPIC II-2.8
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ocket No. 50-244
LS05-81- 059

UNITED STATES.
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

November 3, 1981

*

Mr. John Maier
Vice President
Electi ic arid Steam Production
Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

De'ar Mr.'aier: '.

'SUBJECT: SEP TOPIC IX-3, STATION SERVICE AND COOLING WATER SYSTEMS; GINNA'
~ &~

REFERENCE: Letter, J. Maier to D. Crutchfield, Same Subject, Dated
August 21; 1981

Enclosed is a copy of our 'Final Evaluation of Systematic Evaluation Program
Topic IX-3; Station Service and Cooling Water Systems.

This assessment compares your facility as described in Docket No. 50-244
with the criteria currently used by the Regulatory Staff for licensing new

facilities. Your comments on our draft evaluation have been incorporated
as'we deemed appropriate. Our comments regarding your. submittal are as
follows:

1) Comments 1, 3, 4, 7, 9 and 10-General
TIIese comments were accepted and are reflected in our final
evaluation

2) Comment 5- -Seismic design of CCW makeup supply.. While we"dsd
not agree with your comment we did reword our concern for the
purpose of clarification.

3) Comments 2, 6 and 8 SWS requirements. Based on your comments
we have re-examined the SWS pumping requirements and have deter-
mined that the present SWS technical specifications do not ensure
that the specified required SW flow would be available, assuming
loss of one diesel generator. Our evaluation has been modified
to reflect this finding.
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This evaluation will be a basic input to the integrated safety assessment
for your facility. This topic assessment may be changed in the future if
your facility design is changed or if NRC criteria relating to this topic.
are modified before the integrated assessment is completed.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
As stated

Dennis M. Crutchfie d, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 5

Division of Licensing
'

cc w/enclosure:
See next page
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Mr. John E. Maier
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CC
Harry H. Yoigt, Esquire, ...Mr. Thomas B. Cochran
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and HacRae . Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc..
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N. M. 1,725 I Street, N. M..

Suite 1100....,........ Suite 600
Washington, .D. C. '0036' .„'.. .. . ~

„ Mashington, D,. C. - 20006
~ ~

Mr. Michael"Slade '- ". '' -' U. S. Environmental Protection Agency..
~ = 12 Tr'ailwood Circle..',, ... „Region II Office

Rochester New York 14618 '= '" ': -., ==..':ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR.'''-''.: '26 Federal Plaza-
Ezra Bialik .

'' ', New York, New York.. ]0007,.. Assistant A'ttorney Genei.al '-,-.'---'.--:=';..';-.:-„',—- „. -. „..';... *" -'.: .

Environmental Protection- Bureau . Herbert Grossman', Esq., Chairman -",„-...,
-'ew

York State Department of Law . 'tomic Safety and Licensing Board
2 Mori'd Trade Center.. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission

'.'ew

Yor'k, New York 10047
'

.
' "

: Qashington, D. C. 20555

Jeffrey Cohen ' ' -
. 'r. Richard F. Cole

New York State Energy. Office Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Swan .S'treet Building U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission
Core 1, Second Floor Mashington, D. C. 20555
Empire State Plaza
Albany,. New York 12223 . - .. - - Dr.,Emeth A. Luebke

'tomicSafety and Licensing Board
~ Director, Bureau of Nuclear U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cotmission

Operations Washington, D. C. 20555
State of New York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza

'lbany, New York 12223

Rochester: Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ridge Road West
Ontario, New York 14519

Resident Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. NRC

1503 Lake Road
Ontario, New York 14519'
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SEP. REYIEW -.
'.

OF

STATI'ON SERYI'.CE AND COOLING

HATER SYSTEMS

'.": TOPlC IX-3
'OR

THE

R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT



'
. I hTRODUCTI OH

..THe safety objective of'Topic IN-3.is 'to assure that the. cooling water
-systems have the capability; -with 'adequate'.margin,. to meet.,the design
objectives and; i'n particular, to assure. that:

W

'a:. systems are .provided with adequate phvsical separation such .

that there are no adverse interactions among those systems .
= -under:.any mode oi operation; .-: -.".-.".

b.= " sufficient cooling-i~ater.'inventory 'has been prov'ided-or .;,;:—: "" " .

-=-.that'adequate provisions for makeup are available;
~

' ~ =-\,

'-tanI;.overflow gangot:b„:-released to the environment without--
monitoring and unless the level of radioactivity is'within

-d: "'-vital'quipm nt'necessary for-'achieving a conirolled and
, safe shutdown is not flooded due to the failure of the main

condenser'irculating water system.

I I. R"VIB'RITERIA

Oi
The current criteria and ouidelin'es-used to determine if the plant systems
meet the topic safety-objeq~ives are.'those provided in Standard Rev'iew
Rlan {SRP) Sec„ions 9;2.1, "Station Ser'vice t ater System", and 9.2.2,
"Reactor Auxitiary Cool-ing Mater Systems."

%-'F"- 'v (jplCS '"D I I'' PF'+

c, revi !; =or this .opic was 1

n= 1""la7eo . o: i cs ano the subj
e . elated topic l epo! 7s contai
dance =or its subject matter.

he scope

0",:scs. i

Each of h
"iew GU1

i"„.ited to avoid duplication of

ns the acceptance cri:.e!.ia =-'nd

I>-2.'. - S vere l" ether Phenom na

. II-3.B.1 - Flooding of Equipment

III-3.B - Flooding of Equipm nt (Failure of Underdrain System)

VI-7. D - Flooding of Equipment. (Long Term Passive Failures)
. III-3.C -, Inservice Inspection of !Hater Control Structu'res

III-4.C - Internally Generated Hissiles
III-5 - hass and Eneroy Releases (High Enerog Line Break)

VI-2. D - bass and 'Energy Releases

III-6 - Seismic Oualification
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III-12,- 'EnviroII'IIenial lfuali,ication..
"=''YI-'7,C; 1'- "Independence'of'-Znsite'ower * .-".-.= .'-'- ~ =..

=,-. VII-.3 -..S~'ste'Ils.„Required..for- Safe,Sl!U.adown
""-- VIII-2';-"'-Diesel Generato'rs ''-"- '='::"

/

:", ',IX-6 -:.'Fi eiP'rotection ="-=-'-'-'="-' '.

The 'iio11owing topics are- depend'en',o/n'he. pr'ese'nt'topic informction for

~ n p/ ~ J

3 I-3 I-„'COniciOtlleri 'r$SSur'e'=nd Heat'RemOiial'-CaDab'ilit j"".";"-'"'

=.'"IX-5'-""Ihn Hation"Systems '.-.": -..'-.. c-..-.-.i:.—; --.'—".:-: -:. -'

:;-4V-7 -" Reactor Cool'an,~ '.PiTmp" Roi0rcSei'zur'ei:
~ ' J'' ~

' I

REVIEW GUIDELINES':.
'

e I <p l /i ~ ~ J ~

In -addition to the auidelines- of...5RP Secti'ons„.2;1 and .i2.:2;:.in" 'de~er=
I"iriing which sysiems.to evaluate Under this topic ihe staff "used the
deiinition of "systems important io safety" provided in. Reference l."
"rhe -def t.ni ti'on states'ystems .-important to. sa ety- are. those. 'necessary.

~ to ensure.(l) the intecrity of the I'eactol coolant Dlessure boundary*,
(2) the capability to shutdown the reactor and maintcir it in a safe
Condition, Or {3) the 'Ccoabi'lity tO Dre', Or mitiC=-te the ConSe enceS

c ccc,dients thct. coulo f'esUI in Poie ii.icl oi7site O'Posuf'es co:lPcl cble'o tfie guidelines of 10 CFR Par 100, '"Reac.or Site C'riteria." Since»'e
conisider esser ticl 5ystems as systems or portions of systems important lo
5= etv we Use" .he definition io iceniti v the cssefli.:cl Svste.5 ~ -'t should/
i"e n" c iihici. this tooic will be Up'c-ed ii fu-Uf'e 5 ~ eview5 ioentify
addition~1 cooli/ng»ater systems thc. are i„.portent to saiety. -"—

V. V.-'.LUAi ION

In the course of this tQDic review, the staff considered the need lo
eval.uate the Air Conditionino Chilled Hater System and the Reactor Nal',eup

Water System. The Air Conditionino Chilled Water System whi.ch supplies
water to ventilation .coolers in the Control Room and Service Building,
may.be an essential system (for.'ontrol Room cool ino); however, it will
not be evaluated under this topic until the compl etion of SEP Topic IX-5,
"Ventilation Systems" for Ginna at »hich time the safety sionificance of
the system will be ascertained. The Reactor Water l'akeup Syst m was

~( Reoctol Coolcnt Pressure Boundary is defined in 10 CFR Part 50 550.2(v).
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Op-'onsidered 'for'its fvnction of svpplying water to the reactol coolant
puma (PCP) s.andpipes. Reactor makeup water. is supplied to the RCP

standpipes on'an intermittent basis, when the standoipe loses volume
due to evaporation. Its purpose is to supply pressure downstream of
the second stage RCP seal and thus force some minor amount of water'.
up through the third stage RCP seal. This. function is not considered.
important to safe'ty.

'
/

The systems which were reviewed „vnder this topic are the. Component "

Cooling 'Mater System'and the Service Mater System. The Spent Fuel
Pool. Cooling System is discussed in the SEP review of Topic IY-1 -.

"Fuel Storaoe.".
** *I A

Component Coolino Mater System

The Component Cooling Water '.(CCW).system reiioves heat from various plant
systems and components. and transfers this heat-.t6 the Service Mater
System. The heat loads on the system are:

1. Residval Heat Removal (RHR) h'eat exchanoers

2. Emeroency Cor'e Cooling System (E'CCS) pvmps

a. Residual Heat, Removal pumps
b. High Pressure Safety Injection pumps
c. Containment Spray puris

R ac.or Coolant Pum s

Ron-regenerative hea; exchanger

ess

Reacto -svp ort coolino pads

/. Seal 'n'at„i neat exchancei

B. ample heat exchanoer

g. Boric Acid evaporator

10. li'aste oas 'compressors

ll. 'Waste evaporator

During normal plant operation, one CCW pump and one CCW heat exchanger
are in operation, and they can accoiimodate the heat removal'oad on the
svstem. Sqth pumps and heat exchangers-a~e normally used for a plant.
cooldown; however, if one ovmp or one heat exchanger is not operable,
safe ooeration of the plant is not. affected, bvt the time to cool the olant
is extended (Reference 2). CCM pump A and B receive electrical oower from
480 Y buses 14 and 15, respectively.





(- The staff reviewed the heat removal requirements of the CCW systems during~
post-accident conditions. The accidents considered were tTie-Loss of
Coolant Accident (LOCA) and the Main Steam Line Break (MSLB)'nside

.c'ontainment because these events result in the greatest potential
accident heat loads on the CCW system. The Containment Fan Coolers
are also discussed here because they complement the CCW system in the
post-accident containment heat removal function. Section 14.3.4 of
Reference .3 provides an analysis of containment integrity following a
LOCA. Some part of the energy available for release to the containment
must be removed to'prevent exceeding the containment design pressurelimit.* Energy is removed by the fan coolers and the Containment .Spray
(CS). system. The-fan coolers transfer heat from the containment
atmosphere to the Service Water System. The CS system removes heat-'- .- - - -..-"
from the containment'y spraying cool water directly into the containment
atmosphere. This water, now-heated, %rains to the containment sump. The
heat „is then transferred to the CCW system through'the Residual Heat
Removal ('RHR) heat exchangers when the containment sump'luid is pumped,
by the RHR system,'ack to the CS .system during the post-accident recircu-

. lation mode of ECCS operation. Two fan coolers and one CS pump are
supplied power from separate 480 V emergency buses. The'inimum combina-
of containment cooling systems occurs after a postulated loss of offsite
power and the failure of. one of the two emergency diesel generators: This
minimum combination (1 CS pump and 2 fan coolers) was the combination
analyzed in Reference 3. Using the design parameters of the CS, CCW, and
SWS, shown in Table 1; the containment analysis of Reference 3 concluded
that the heat load which must be removed from containment can be accommodated J

. by the CS .and fan coolers given the assumed failure of either diesel generator.

During the initial period of energy release to the containment, the heat
is absorbed in various passive heat sinks inside containment. When the
containment heat removal systems are initiated, the SWS is the first cooling
water system to assume a heat load since the fan coolers start to remove
heat directly from the containment atmosphere. At the design heat removal
rate of the fan coolers (Table 1), the SWS temperature at the cooler exit
is 174'F,which is well below the design temperature limit of 200'F. The"
heat removed from the containment by the CS system is collected in the
containment sump until the recirculation phase of the accident commences.
During recirculation, the sump fluid is recycled via the RHR system (and
the RHR heat exchangers) back to the CS pumps for reuse.

*The SEP will reevaluate the post-accident energy balance in: containment
under Topic VI-Z.D, "Mass and Energy Release for Postulated Pipe Breaks
Inside Containment."



For the HSLB inside containment event, the amount of 'energy. added to
the containment should be no greater than that added for the LOCA case.
(Ongoing SEP reviews will verify that the assumptions used to determine
the magnitude of energy addition to the containment are acceptable.)
Because the safety injection flow to the reactor coolant system would "..

not be available as a heat sink inside containment following a. HSLB,- ,-
the containment sump would be filled by condensed superheated steam .

from the NSLB and CS. water and.a higher-sump..fluid temperature would;-
.be achieved earlier..in. the"NSLB case. than, in the post.-LOCA, case.: This,::-.
would .not affect-the heat, load on the CCW.system„however'' because, 'if.. :.

recirculation of the. containment sump fluid were. necessary;- it would
not be initiated by..the. operator until„much;,later into. the HSLB/accident
sequence when containment sump:level would-be, approximately equivalent:..-
to. the level when, recirculation-would be;initiated following .a lOCA;
Given the -smaller heat .release.to containment following a .HSLB and .

approximately„.equal sump,.levels at; the start of recirculation/following::
. both the HSLB and LOCA, the heat .load. on..the-CCW system, is expected;to

be no greater than the heat load following a .LOCA.

kn the post-accident case, the potentially most limiting single. failure
from- the standpoint of CCW high„temperature would be the failure in-the
open. position of- the motor operated CCW supply. valve to. aq idly RHR :,-:-
heat exchanger. With half. of.-the CCW flow diverted to. an:idle.heat
exchanger, the temperature of the CCW at the exit of the active
heat exchanger could exceed 200'F. This condition can be remedied
by the control room operator by increasing RHR heat exchanger by-pass
%1ow and thiis reducing the energy removal.,rate of the active RHR heat
exchanger. The fan coolers have the capacity„and would pick up the
additional heat load from containment.

No post-accident realignment of the CCW system is performed by the
operator except for the opening of a CCW supply valve to one RHR

heat exchanger at the start of recirculation and closing, or verifying
the automatic closure of, the isolation valves to the service inside
containment. These actions can be performed from the control room.

/

The RHR, CS, CCW and SWS pumps and valves are powered'from the appro-
priate emergency buses such that a failure of one bus would not pre-
vent the operation of the systems as analyzed in the post-accident
condition.

During. normal CCW~sstem operation, single active failure could prevent
flow to,.the services inside containment (Reactor Coolant Pumps, Excess
Letdown Heat Exchanger, anon Reactor Support CoolYng). ~oss of flow to the
containment services requir'es prompt operator action to prevent damage

to the Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP). Damage to an RCP from loss of
cool.dna fl.oy~ould. result in pump seizure and cause a loss of flow accident.
(The consequences of a postulated RCP seizure are evaluated as an SEP
Design Basis Event.) Plant procedures'equire (Ref-10) the operator
to trip the reactor and then the RCPs within two minutes following
a loss of CCW flow to the pumps or before RCP motor bearing temperature
reaches 200'F. Plant shutdown following reactor trip is in accordance
with established emergency procedures. Loss of CCW flow to the excess
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letdown heat exchanger or 'reactor supports does not require immediate
operator'ction, but, if CCW flow cannot be restored to these components,
the reactor plant must eventually be shut down.

Isolation of individual leaking components is accomplished, with the
'exception of components inside containment, by. manual valves.. Also,
although the CCW'pumps and heat exchangers are redundant, they are
connected by single pipe. headers whose failure could disable the system.

However, at the operating pressure and temperature of tPe system (100
psig,'00'F)

('s'ee Ref"ll') a passive fail'ure would most probably result sn a 1'eak

cate which the staff estimates to be 210 gpm using the methods of .~
- Reference 5 for a 10" pipe. The normal volume of water in the surge .

tank (1000 gal.)-would pr'ovifde'the operators with about 5 minutes't'a-
leak rate of 210 gpm. to stop a leak from the system. It is improbable
that. the operator could act within this time period, and it is possible .

. that the leak may'be in an unisolable portion of the system. If a loss
of.the CCW systems occurs during normal p1ant operation, the licensee
has'an operating procedure that directs the operator to shutdown the

. reactor and commence decay heat removal using the steam generators with
natural circulation of the reactor coolant system. If CCW cannot be
readily restored, a plant cooldown would be commenced. For a cool.down-

'with no CCW, the cooldown method and system described in Reference 6

(with th'e exception of the CCW and RHR systems) would be available, and
the licensee has proposed a method to achieve cold shutdown conditions
independent of the CCW and RHR systems using the steam generators (Ref. 9).

s 'I

~ Loss bf the CCW system during post-accident operation was considered in
the Provisional Operating License review of Ginna, and.it was concluded
that the RHR pumps could continue to operate to recirculate containment
sump water with decay heat being removed by the contaipment fan coolers.
However, because the CCW system cools the bearings and lubricating oil
coolers for the RHR (and other ECCS) pumps, these pumps would not be avail-
able to recirculate the sump water. Current criteria for piping system
passive failures do not require the assumed passive failures of moderate
energy systems (hike the CCW) under post-accident conditions, although
system leaks are assume.". <~ef. 7). Therefore, the CCW system makeup
capability- should'e capable to cope with normal system iea~~age sn

post-accident operation.

4

We also considered the effects of'such a loss of CCW during a cooldown
of the, plant with the RHR system operating. In this case, with the
reactor vessel head installed, the RCS temperature would rise to greater
than 200'F and decay heat could continue to be removed via the steam

'enerator atmosphere relief valves using natural circulation.. Steam
generator feed would be accomplished by the Auxiliary Feed System (AFS).
The plant could remain in this condition while CCW repairs were made.
For normal decay heat removal when the reactor vessel head is removed,
adequate cooling can be provided by keeping the core flooded (using
various systems such as RHR and CVCS).while repairs are made to the CCW

piping. The CCW system is accessible for repairs and can be filled with
water in less than two hours after the repairs are completed starting
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with a completely drained system (Reference 3, page 9.3-18).

-0»

'uring

normal .and post-accident operation, thermal expansion and contrac-
tion of the CCW system liquid is accommodated by the CCW surge tank,
a'nd leakage into or out of the system can be detected by surge tank level
changes. High and low surge tank levels are alarmed in the control room,
and a radiation monitor and alarm alerts the control room operator to the
leakage of radioactive fluid into the CCM system'rom components which
contain reactor coolant. The surge tank also maintains a positive suction
head on the. CCW pumps during normal and post accident operation. Makeup
water. to the CCM system is .supplied by either the demineralized water

'ystemor the reactor makeup water system via local manual valves zri the
auxiliary buildipg. The makeup rate is sufficient to accommodate system
leakage however, the seismic classification of the CCW makeup supply,,':
system is not sufficient to assure the av'ailability of'makeup water.".-'-=
following a- seismic event. The licensee may be required to provide assur-
ance..that adequate CCW makeup can .be supplied following an earthquake.

*
~

V
~4 ~

Based on our review of the CCM system, th'e safety related functions are
to provide cooling for the RHR heat exchangers, ECCS pumps, RCPs, and
reactor support cooling pads. Of these functions only RHR heat exchanger
and ECCS pimp cooling are considered to be essential functions. Plant

"

procedures pr'ovide adequate protection from the effects of losing the
other safety related functions.

Service Water S stem

The Service Water System (SMS) circulates water from the screen house on
Lake Ontario to various heat exchangers.and systems in the containment,
auxiliary and turbine buildings. These. buildings are Class I structures
except for the turbine building. The system has four pumps, three of

'hichare in operation during normal operating conditions. As described
in the preVious CCW section, two SWS pumps are requ'ired to remove heat
from components under post-accident conditions.

The SWS piping is arranged so that ther e are two fl'ow p'aths to the re-
dunda'nt "critical"* loads identified in Table 2. Another header
supplies various "non-critical" loads (see Table 3). The "non-critical"
loads are automatically isolated from the "critical" headers by redun-
dant motor operated valves when a reactor safeguards'ctuation signal
occurs. Redundant motor operated isolation valves also automatically
secure SWS flow to the air conditioning chill water system, circulating
water pumps, and screen wash supply on a safeguards actuation signal.
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During normal plant operation, the SWS supplies flow to all loads
except the standby auxiliary feed systems. During RHR operation
for a normal plant cooldown, almost all "non-critical" loads may
be removed from the SWS, if necessary. Following a safeguards
act.ation signal, the SWS supplies all "critical" loads except the
backup feedwater supply to the auxiliary and standby auxiliary feed
systems, which require operator action to receive SWS flow.

To overcome single failures in, the system each "critical" load has a

redundant counterpart cooled by the other "critical" SWS header. If
necessary, an operator could cross-connect the "critical" headers by
means of manual valves to achieve added system -flexibility. In

the'ormal

system al.ignment, no.single active or passive failure could .

result in the'loss of SWS,flow to redundant -"critical". loads except
for the reactor vessel cav'i+ coolers which could both be disabled.
by a single passive failure. Since the SWS is a moderate energy system,
a passive pipe failure would probably result,in a leak rather than a

complete pipe rupture. Using the method described in Reference 5, the
estimated'leakage for a SWS header is 585 gpm for a 20" header at 75 psig
Altnough this leak may pose a flooding problem, the supply function of
the affected header would not be significantly impaired.** -A leak from
,the 2.5" supply line to the reactor cavity coolers would result in the
loss of about 25 gpm. This leak rate would not completely disable the
coolers which normally receive about 45 gpm of SWS flow.

Leak detection for the SWS is provided by header pressure switches and
by sump level alarms. in the buildings. which house the SWS (see the SEP
review of Topic III-5.B). Isolation of leaking components is accomplished
by closing manual valyes, in general; however, remotely operatea valves
can secure SWS flow to "non-critical" l.oads, each CCW heat exchanger,- and
the spent fuel pool cooling system.

~ Electrical. power for the SWS pumps is provided by 480 V buses 17 and
18. One SWS pump is started on each diesel generator during post-
accident generator load sequencing.

Short term post accident heat loads can be accommodated by one SWS .

pump. Long term cooling, based on the licensee's Final Facility Descrip-tio'n and.Safety Analysis Report, requires two SWS pumps. The additional
pump is to accommodate the component cooling load requirements. Thepres'ent technical specifications (See Section 3.3.4.1) requires that twoof the four SWS pumps and one SWS loop be operational for plant operation.However, if this plant were operating with the minimum number of required
SWS pumps and an accident occurred the possibility -exists that only one
SWS pump would be available. This is based on the assumption that one of

*"Critical" refers to a. heat load that the licensee has designated as
safety re1ated.

~ ~

**The effects of flooding from pipe leaks have been reviewed under SEP
Topic III-5.B, "Pipe Breaks Outside Containment." June 24, 1980
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the two emergency diesel. generators fails to start. This is tne
normal assumption for evaluating post accident systems performance.
The 'licensee should address this apparent inconsistency between what
is 'required for long term cooling and what is available. This could
be accomplished by analyses and/or technical specification modifications.

'n

addition to the above, the present technical specifications should
be made more explicit to preclude the possibility.that, during periods
when the SWS is in the minimum mode of operation, the two operating
SWS pumps are not serviced by the same emergency diesel generator.

* 'p
A,review of Licensee, Event Reports shows no recurring problems'ith, .

operation or maintenance of the SWS (or CCW system).

Based on our review, of the SMS, we consider the components
supplied.'y,

the "crittcaT" supply headers;,(Table 2).„to be, the essential. loads '."

1

Based on our review of the service and co'oling water system- for Ginna,
we have concluded that the essential systems and functions 're:
Component Cooling Mater: R8R heat ex'changer cooling and ECCS pump cooling.

Service Water System All components supplied. by the "critical" supply
headers (Table 2)

We .have=determined that .the design of the above systems is in conformance
with current regulatory guidelines and with General Design Criterion (GDC)
44 regatding capability and redundancy of the essential functions of the
systems, except for the apparent SWS tgchnical specification inadequacy.
The systems also meet the requirements. of GDC 45 and 46 regarding system
design to permit periodic inspection and testing.

With respect to the seismic design of the CCW makeup supply systems the
licensee may be required to provide assurance that CCW makeup can. be
supplied-followiiig an earthquake. This will be determined in the inte-
grated safety assessment for the facility.
As was indicated in Section III of this evaluation, the spent fuel pool
cooling'system is being reviewed in SEP Topic IN-1. That review will also
address the proposed modifications to the spent fuel pool cooling system.If the findings of Topic IX-1 necessitate any additional review of the SWS,it will be addressed in the integrated safety assessment for the facility.

~ 4

'

-r '

1 ~



TABLE 1. SYST H DESIG<< PARA''iETERS

Svs ~em/Re i erence Parameters

':-. (.Rei=.g, @ection 6..4): =;,
~ ~

' h >,v

C.onta-i nmerit Spry 2"pumps - 1250 opm each

2 RHR 'heat exchangers - 24. lSE6 BTU/hr

each (with 1525 gpm RHR Ia 160'F and
~

'780

gpm CCM 8 100 F)

.:. Con@oner t".Coaling

(Rei. 3, Section 9.3)

2 pumps - 2980 gpm each

2 CCM heat exchangers - 24. 15E6 BTU/hr

each (with 2950 opm CCM I 117
and'055

cpm c"5 .=" 80 i)

Serv ce 'w'ater -". pum"s - "300 cpmi each

P'>h ~ '«> a'
vv> i c > » ~ >>c ~ >I > cr> 4 U-, -,s - l. 900 "TU/ =c e=ch"

Cool e'r s

(Ref..'3, Sec ion 5.3, 6.3, and 9.6)

(at 60'psig, 286'F and 4248'gpm 54'5)

"rva uated in Reference 4.

~ ~

OI-
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. TABLE 2. "CRITICAL".SWS LOADS

1. Safety, injection pump bearings
'I

2. ECCS and charging pump. ventilation coolers

3. Component Cooling Mater. heat exchangers

4. Containment. Fan Coolers (and motors)

5. Diesel generators

6. ,Auxiliary Feed System '(feedwater supply and pump cooling)
'1 I

t

7. Standby Fuel Pool Cooling
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.F.lant air'ompressors .=. '=
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t

~

'heater dragon-pumps —-—-—
\

p

condign

Condensate. and

'Relay room air
t ~'t T

.I
'I

Turbine'xciter

ion>ny -.:~.,
1"-t. l ) f ~

2

a
It

5. Bus duct coolers'

WOg'eal oil unit

1 Gkt o>n t ank

c. S

asap

t = c 0 0 1 e rs

=iec:ro-hyoraul-c, con .rol system

10. Turbine oil coolers

ll. Feed pump oil coolers

~g--

12.

1 ~ vacuum pumps

Containment pressure testina air cool'er
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14. 'ire booster pump supply

15. Circul ating'ater 'umps '

'I

16. Screen wash
supply'7.

Air conditioning chil.l water coolers',
18. Reactor Vessel Cavity"Coolers-'=- ..'--i'

::.".'9.

'ontainment Penetration Cooling

~ ~

4
/%

~ I J - *I I ~ I p1 AF \ ~ p \ O' ~ i CV'
~ /

~ ~
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

August 26, 1981

Docket No. 50-244
LS05-81- 08 044

Mr. John E. Maier, Vice President
Electric and Steam Production
Rochester Gas 5 Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Dear Mr. Maier:

e

-~I Pg>981~
u,Sa ~~I~gg ~i

~ Gp

SUBJECT: SEP TOPIC IX-4, BORON ADDITION SYSTEM
R. E. GINNA

Enclosed is a copy of our final evaluation of SEP Topic IX-4. This
evaluation incorporates comments provided to us by your letter dated
August 6, 1981. Me now consider this evaluation to be final.
This evaluation will be a basic input to the integrated safety assess-
ment for your facility unless you identify changes needed to reflect
the as-built conditions at your facility. This topic assessment may
be revised in the future if your facility design is changed or if th'e .

NRC criteria relating to this topic are modified before the integrated
'assessmentis completed.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
As stated

ennss M. Crutchfield, C ef
Operating Reactors Branch No. 5
Division of Licensing

cc w/enclosure:
See next page



Mr. John E. Maier

CC
Harry H. Voigt, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby arid NacRae
1333 llew Hampshire Avenue, N. M.
Suite 1100
Washington, O. C. 20036

Mr. Michael Slade
12 Trailwood Circle
Rochester, New York 14618

Ezra Bialik
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
New York State Oepartment of Law
2 World Trade Center
Hew York, Hew York 10047

Jeffrey Cohen
New York State Energy Office
Swan Street Building
Core 1, Second Floor
Empire State olaza
Albany, New York 12223

Oirector, Bureau of Nuclear
Operations

Sta e of New York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza
Albany', Hew York 12223

Rochester Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ridge Road Mest
Ontario, Hew York 14519

Resident Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. HRC
1503 Lake Road
Ontario, Hew York 14519

Nr. Thomas B. Cochran
Natural Resources Oefense Council, Inc.
1725 I Street, H. M.
Suite 600
Mashington, D. C. 20006

U. S. Envi ronmental Protection Agency
Region II Office
ATTN: E IS COORD IHATOR
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10007

. Herbert Grossman, Esq., Chai rman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coaeission
Mashington, O. C. 20555

~ Or. Richard F. Cole
ntomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mashington, O. C. 20555

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic'Safety 'and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mashington, O. C. 20555





SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM BRANCH
TOPIC IX-4 . BORON AODITION SYSTEM

R. E. GINNA PLANT

INTROOUCT ION

Following a LOCA, boric acid solution is introduced into the reactor vessel
by two modes of injection. In the initial injection mode, borated water is
provided from the boric acid .tanks, the refueling water storage tank and
the accumulators. After this initial period, which will last at least 20
minutes for a large break LOCA, and longer for .smaller breaks, the Emergency
Core Cooling System (ECCS) is realigned for the recirculation mode. In
this mode borated water is recirculated from the containment sump to the
reactor vessel and back to the sump through the break. A portion of the
water introduced into the reactor vessel is converted into steam by the
decay heat generated in the core. Since the steam contains virtually no
impurities, the boric acid content in the water that was vaporized remains
in the vessel. The concentration of boric acid in the core region will
therefore continuously increase, unless a dilution flow is provided through
the core. Without the dilution flow the concentration of boric acid will
eventually reach the saturation limit and any further increase in boric
acid inventory will cause its precipitation. Boric acid deposited in the
core may clog flow passages and seriously compromise the performance of the
ECCS. Topic IN-4 is intended to review the boron addition system, in
particular with 'respect to boron precipitation during the long term cooling
mode of operation following a loss of coolant accident, to assure that the
ECCS is designed and operated in such a manner that a sufficient throughflow
is provided- before .the concentration of boric acid will reach its saturation
I imit.

REVIEW CRITERIA

The plant design was r viewed with regard to Appendix A, 1GC."-R Part 50, General
Oesign Criteria - 35, "Emergency Core Cooling", which requires that a system to
suppIy abundant emergency core cooIing shall be provided. In addition, the
plant design was reviewed with regard to 10CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria forLight Mater Nuclear Pcwer Reactors", and Appendix Y to 1GCFR Part 50 "ECCS Eval-
uation Models", which set forth the requir ments to maintain eoolable core
geometry and o provide Iong-term core cooling; the basis for the boron precipi-tation reviews.

RELATED SAFETY TOPICS

Topic VI-7.A.3 reviews the ECCS actuation system with r spect to the testing for
operation and design performance of each 'component of the system TopicVI-7.S reviews the procedures for ESF switchover from injection to recirculation
mode,





IV. REV IEM GU IOEL INES

There are no unique SRP sections that deal with this issue. The primary
criterion used for review of this system was discussed in a memo dated
January 21, 1976 entitled, "Concentration of Boric Acid in Reactor Vessel
Ouring Long Term Cooling - Method for Reviewing Appendix K Submittals."

V. EVALUATION

The guidelines for this review are contained in Reference 1, which is a
memo describing the methods used to review boric acid buildup during post-
LOCA long-term cooling. There is no SRP section covering this topic.

. The Ginna reactor is different than current Mestinghouse designs in two
areas that af ect boron precipitation. One is that the residual heat
removal (RHR) injection feeds directly into the upper plenum rather than
into the cold or hot legs. This means that a switchover from cold leg to
hot leg injection cannot be used to dilute boron in the RHR system. The
second area of difference, is that several valves may be flooded following

~ a LOCA. Once flooded, the valves may not cwork and na. credit is given for
operation of flooded valves. The valve lineup on the Ginna high head
injection system is set for cold leg injection with power removed to
prevent spurious operation of the flooded valves. This means that swi ich-
over from ccrld to hot leg injection cannot be used to prevent boron pre- .
cipitation in the high head injection system..

To prevent boron precipitation, the. Ginna plant utilizes simultaneous
injection from the RHR and high head systems. The simultaneous injection
takes place wi thin 20 hours following the LOCA, and requires the orimary
system to be cooled to RHR conditions. However, even if the system is not
cooled to RHR conditions, it is unlikely thai boron precipitation would
occur since the solubility is greater at higher temperatures. Furthermore,
cooldown to RHR operating conditions will not be a problem with a large
break LOCA.

V I CONCLUS ION

The Ginna method of preventing boron precipi iation is to simul ianeously inject
into the cold legs (high head system) and upoer plenum (RHR system). This
will provide suf icient dilution flow for both hot and cold leg breaks. Based
on our review and using staff criteria referenced earlier, we conclude that
tne Ginna method for 'prevention of boron precipitation is acceptable.
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